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23rd November 2020
A RURAL COMMUNITY VICTORY
The rural farming community of Knockraha, in East Cork, has
campaigned against ERIGRID’s shortlisting of two potential sites in
Knockraha, for over twelve months.
The Knockraha Environment Group spokesperson Marguerite Cremin
commented:
“Our community are delighted to be informed that EIRGRID has oﬃcially
announced that both Kilquane, site 12* and Knockraha, site 9b* are no longer
their preferred site locations for a power convertor. Our community will be
celebrating this week, knowing that its unspoilt environment has been saved
from mass industrial creep.
Eddie Mackessy, Chairperson of Knockraha Area Community
Association commented:
Our community, of which over 1,000 signed a submission are beyond thrilled.
We will now strive to future proof the place we call home, and its heritage,
against any such proposed plans.”
Mrs Marie O’Sullivan landowner commented:
“I’m both relieved and delighted that EIRGRID has decided their proposed
Knockraha sites are no longer suitable for a power convertor. It’s been great
to see our community come together to protect our countryside and we will
continue to work hard to ensure its protected for future generations.”

The first initial EIRGRID proposed site, Kilquane, is by a forest plantation
with a native woodland and an important water source stream, which backs
onto neighbouring houses and farms. The area is also located near two
historical sites, known as ‘The Rea’ and Sing Sing prison.

The second proposed site is by an existing sub-station in Knockraha, which
is only 500m from 5 residential properties and 1km from 31 buildings. It’s
also located near significant historical sites. Also worth noting that the
power station has already doubled in size over a number of years.
-endsFact Sheet:
Campaign Group The Knockraha Environment Group Anti-Celtic
Converter Campaign began in earnest in November 2019, following public
consultations, along with support from the local community council.
Once consultations were completed, a campaign submission, which outlined
local residents concerns around the Celtic Converter Development (on
both sites in Knockraha (both 9 and 12B) was shared with EIRGRID.
1,000 Petition Signatures The local rural community of Knockraha
signed over 1000 petition signatures, which was submitted in a meeting at
EIRGRID HQ in Dublin on January 28th 2020.
Walking The Talk Between December 2019 and March 2020 - prior to
COVID19 - three protest walks took place; which were collectively
attended by over 300 local residents.
EIRGRID Celtic Interconnector proposed sites in Knockraha would
have caused significant noise, disruption to nature, heritage sites, families
and farming communities. All within an agricultural zone.
*Site 12 Kilquane Converter station option and cable route
*Site 9b Knockraha Converter station option - adjacent to existing station
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